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of ir les or ir ular ar s, su h as dete ting, ounting,
or reporting in iden es between points and ir les.

Abstra t

A olle tion L of n x-monotone unbounded Jordan
urves in the plane is alled a family of pseudo-lines
if every pair of urves interse t in at most one point,
and the two urves ross ea h other there. Let P be a
set of m points in R2 . We de ne a duality transform
that maps L to a set L of points in R2 and P to
a set P  of pseudo-lines in R2 , so that the in iden e
and the \above-below" relationships between the points
and pseudo-lines are preserved. We present an eÆ ient
algorithm for omputing the dual arrangement A(P  )
under an appropriate model of omputation. We also
propose a dynami data stru ture for reporting, in
O(m" + k) time, all k points of P that lie below a query
ar , whi h is either a ir ular ar or a portion of the
graph of a polynomial of xed degree. This result is
needed for omputing the dual arrangement for ertain
lasses of pseudo-lines arising in our appli ations, but
is also interesting in its own right. We present a few
appli ations of our dual arrangement algorithm, su h
as omputing in iden es between points and pseudolines and omputing a subset of fa es in a pseudo-line
arrangement.
Next, we present an eÆ ient algorithm for utting
a set of ir les into ar s so that every pair of ar s interse t in at most one point, i.e., the resulting ar s onstitute a olle tion of pseudo-segments. By ombining this
algorithm with our algorithm for omputing the dual
arrangement of pseudo-lines, we obtain eÆ ient algorithms for a number of problems involving arrangements
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Introdu tion

The arrangement of a nite olle tion of geometri
urves or surfa es in Rd , denoted as A( ), is the deomposition of the spa e into relatively open onne ted
ells of dimensions 0; : : : ; d indu ed by , where ea h
ell is a maximal onne ted set of points lying in the
interse tion of a xed subset of and avoiding all other
elements of . Besides being interesting in their own
right, due to the ri h geometri , ombinatorial, algebrai , and topologi al stru tures that they possess, arrangements also lie at the heart of numerous geometri
problems arising in a wide range of appli ations, in luding roboti s, omputer graphi s, mole ular modeling,
and omputer vision. Study of arrangements of lines
and hyperplanes has a long, ri h history. A summary of
early work on arrangements an be found in [20, 21℄. Although hyperplane arrangements already possess a ri h
stru ture, many appli ations (e.g., motion-planning in
roboti s and mole ular modeling) all for a systemati
study of arrangements of ar s in the plane and of surfa e pat hes in higher dimensions. There has been mu h
work in this area in the last two de ades; see [8℄ for a
review of re ent results.
A olle tion L of n unbounded Jordan urves is
alled a family of pseudo-lines if every pair of urves
interse ts in at most one point, and the two urves ross
ea h other there. Arrangements of pseudo-lines were
probably rst studied by Levi [24℄; see [16, 19, 21℄ for
the known results on pseudo-line arrangements. The
work by Goodman and Polla k on allowable sequen es
[16℄ shows that any arrangement of pseudo-lines an
be transformed into an arrangement of x-monotone
pseudo-lines that is isomorphi to the original one.
Su h a transformation, however, is not eÆ ient for the
algorithms that we seek to develop, and we will thus
on ne our analysis to x-monotone pseudo-lines. For
su h pseudo-lines, the above/below relationship, whi h
will be used a lot in our analysis, is naturally de ned.
Many of the ombinatorial results related to arrangements of lines (e.g., omplexity of a single fa e,
omplexity of many fa es, omplexity of a level, et .)
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hold for arrangements of pseudo-lines as well.
It has been shown that various families of ar s
(e.g., ir ular, paraboli , et .) an be onverted into a
family of pseudo-segments (subar s, ea h pair of whi h
interse t at most on e), by utting the ar s into a
relatively small number of pie es. Chan [11℄ has shown
that a olle tion of N pseudo-segments an be ut
further into O(N log N ) subar s, ea h of whi h an be
extended into an unbounded x-monotone urve, so that
these urves onstitute a family of pseudo-lines. One
an then use the lose relationship between line and
pseudo-line arrangements to solve a variety of problems
involving arrangements of ar s; see [2, 7, 9, 11, 30℄.
In this paper, we fo us on algorithmi problems involving arrangements of pseudo-lines in the plane, problems that are mu h less studied than the orresponding
ombinatorial problems. Of ourse, one has to assume
a reasonable representation of the given pseudo-lines, in
order to develop eÆ ient algorithms for their manipulation, so we assume, for example, that the given pseudolines are algebrai (or semi-algebrai ) urves of xed
maximum degree, and that our model of omputation
allows us to perform, in onstant time, exa t omputations involving any onstant number of su h urves.
However, even with these assumptions, several algorithms for line arrangements do not extend routinely to
pseudo-line arrangements. A stumbling blo k in many
of these algorithms, when we try to extend them to the
ase of pseudo-lines, is that they use some kind of a
duality transform that maps lines to points and points
to lines. Typi ally, one uses the duality that maps a
line ` : y = ax + b to a point ` = (a; b) and a point
p = ( ; ) to the line p : y = x + [13℄. Note that `
lies above (resp., below, on) p if and only if ` lies above
(resp., below, on) p .
Burr et al. [10℄ had raised the question whether a
similar dual transform exists for pseudo-lines. Goodman [15℄, based on his work with Polla k on allowable
sequen es [17, 18℄, de ned a dual transform for (not
ne essarily x-monotone) pseudo-lines in the proje tive
plane, that preserves the in iden e relationship. That
is, given a set L of n pseudo-lines and a set P of m
points in R2 , the transform yields a set L of points
and a set P  of pseudo-lines, so that a point p of P lies
on a pseudo-line ` 2 L if and only if the dual point `
lies on the dual pseudo-line p . Goodman's onstru tion
has several disadvantages from an algorithmi point of
view. First, his onstru tion is de ned in the proje tive
plane, and, onsequently, it does not (and annot, without onsiderable modi ations) handle the above-below
relationship. A more signi ant problem, from the algorithmi point of view, is that his onstru tion requires
that for ea h pair of the given points there exists an in-

put pseudo-line passing through this pair. Although the
existen e of su h a pseudo-line follows from the lassi al
result of Levi [24℄, omputing su h a pseudo-line seems
to be a highly nontrivial task.
We de ne a di erent dual transform, whi h may be
regarded as an extension of Goodman's onstru tion,
and whi h over omes the te hni al problems mentioned
above. Suppose we have a data stru ture for storing the
m points of P , whi h an report, in O(f (m)+k) time, all
k points of P that lie below a query pseudo-line `, whi h
an determine, in O(f (m)) time, whether any point
of P lies below a query pseudo-line `, and whi h an
be updated in O(f (m)) time after inserting or deleting
a point into/from P . Using su h a data stru ture as
a \bla k box," we present a sweep-line algorithm for
onstru ting the dual arrangement A(P  ) that runs in
time O((m2 + n)f (m) log m). We note that if f (m) is
small, say polylogarithmi in m or of the form O(m" ),
for any " > 0, then this bound is nearly optimal. It
is a bound of this kind that was missing so far in the
algorithmi appli ations alluded to above.
Next, we des ribe a data stru ture for prepro essing
a set P of m points in the plane so that all k points
of P lying below the graph of a query xed-degree
polynomial an be reported in O(m" + k) time.1 It
an also determine, in O(m" ) time, whether any point
of P lies below a query urve. A point an be inserted
or deleted into/from P in O(log2 m) time. Although
our approa h is losely based on Matousek's algorithm
[25℄ for reporting points that lie below a query line, a
number of te hni al diÆ ulties have to be over ome to
extend this algorithm to the ase of algebrai urves. A
similar data stru ture also works for ir ular ar s.
Using our arrangement algorithm, we show that all
in iden es between a set P of m points and a set L of n
pseudo-lines an be reported in time O(m2=3 " n2=3+2" +
n1+" + m1+" ), provided the pseudo-lines in L are extensions of bounded-degree polynomial ar s or of irular ar s (or for any other family of ar s for whi h a
data stru ture with the above properties an be onstru ted). More pre isely, we assume that all our ar s
have the same x-proje tion, and that they are extended
to pseudo-lines in some simple manner, e.g., by horizontal rays. We also des ribe an algorithm, with the
same running time, for omputing the fa es of A(L)
that have a nonempty interse tion with a set P of m
\marking points," none of whi h lie on any ar of L.
Our algorithm works also for a set of ongruent ir les,
thereby improving
p on the best-known algorithm, whi h
required O(n m log n) randomized expe ted time [27℄.
1
We follow the onvention that an upper bound of the form
( ( )) means that for ea h " > 0 there is a onstant " su h
that the a tual bound is " g(n; ").

O g n; "

Let L be a family of n pseudo- ir les in the plane,
whi h is a olle tion of losed Jordan urves, ea h pair
of whi h interse t at most twi e. Re ently, there has
been onsiderable work on the problem of splitting the
urves in su h a family L into ar s (pseudo-segments),
so that ea h pair of ar s interse t in at most one
point. This work started with the paper of Tamaki and
Tokuyama [30℄, and has ontinued with re ent papers
of Aronov and Sharir [9℄, Chan [11℄, and Agarwal et
al. [7℄. Sin e the resulting set of ar s is a olle tion
of pseudo-segments, one an obtain bounds on the
omplexity of various substru tures in arrangements of
pseudo- ir les by applying the known results for pseudosegment arrangements. This approa h has re ently been
used to obtain, among other results, nontrivial upper
bounds on the omplexity of a level in an arrangement
of pseudo- ir les [7, 11, 30℄, on the number of in iden es
between points and ir les or parabolas [7, 9℄, and on the
omplexity of many fa es in an arrangement of ir les or
parabolas [2, 7℄. However, none of the pre eding results
were algorithmi .
In this paper we present an O(n3=2+" )-time algorithm for splitting a set of n ir les into O(n3=2+" )
pseudo-segment ar s. The re ent algorithms of Solan
[29℄ and of Har-Peled [22℄ an be used or adapted for
this task, but the running time of the resulting solutions
would be lose to O(n7=4 ). Our algorithm follows the
general approa h of these algorithms, but it uses additional tools and a more re ned analysis to obtain the
bound stated above.
Combining this algorithm with our new algorithms
for handling arrangements of pseudo-lines, we obtain
algorithms that dete t, ount, or report all in iden es
between m points and n ir les, in time that is lose to
the best upper bounds known for the number of su h
in iden es (as provided in [7, 9℄).
Finally, our duality result has re ently found another appli ation, in [28℄, where another duality, between graphs drawn in the plane and sets of verti es in
pseudo-line arrangements, is obtained.
2

Duality for Points and Pseudo-lines

Let L be a set of n pseudo-lines and P a set of m points
in the plane. Let W be a verti al strip that ontains
all points of P and all verti es of A(L). Let  and 
be the left and right boundary lines of W . We lip
the pseudo-lines of L to within W , and thus assume
that L is a set of x-monotone ar s whose left and right
endpoints lie on  and , respe tively; see Figure 1 (a).
An x-monotone Jordan ar that rosses W ompletely
splits W into two regions. We will refer to ea h of these
regions as a pseudo-halfplane.
We now present a duality transform that maps

L to a set L of n points and P to a set P  of
m pseudo-lines so that the in iden es and the abovebelow relationships between the points and pseudolines are preserved. We rst des ribe the duality in a
manner that, albeit being onstru tive, is not on erned
with real algorithmi eÆ ien y. We then show how to
implement the onstru tion in an eÆ ient manner. For
simpli ity, we assume that no point of P lies on any
pseudo-line of L. The onstru tion and the proof an
easily be extended to handle this ase. Sort the pseudolines of L in in reasing order of their inter epts with .
Map ea h pseudo-line ` 2 L to the point ` (i` ; 0), where
i` is the rank of the inter ept ` \  along . In other
words, the dual points all lie on the x-axis, and appear
there in the same order as the y-order of the inter epts
of the orresponding urves with . Note that, sin e
we are dealing with (x-monotone unbounded) pseudolines, the y- oordinates of the dual points, as well as
the exa t spa ings between their x- oordinates, are not
important. One an always move any dual point up
or down (arbitrarily) or left or right (without passing
over another dual point), and deform the dual pseudolines a ordingly, so that the in iden es, the abovebelow relationships, and the pseudo-line property, are
all preserved. See Figure 1 for an illustration.
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Figure 1: The duality transform: (a) The primal setting. (b)
The dual representation; the dashed ovals show the bundles
maintained by the sweep-line algorithm for onstru ting
A(P ).

Ea h point p 2 P is mapped to an x-monotone
urve p that is onstru ted to obey the following
(ne essary) rule: For ea h pseudo-line ` 2 L, if p lies
above (resp., below, on) `, draw p to pass above (resp.,
below, through) the point ` . This rule does not fully
spe ify the urves p , but, with some are, as we will
see next, this rule yields a drawing of these urves as a
olle tion of pseudo-lines.
We next show how to sort the dual urves p , for
p 2 P , at x = 1. Let us rst assume that no pair
of points of P lie in the same fa e of A(L). In the
present ourse of analysis, we have no way to distinguish
between any two points that lie in the same fa e, and
we simply regard su h a pair as identi al.

initially
after `1
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but topologi ally equivalent) realization of this drawing
pro edure, applied to the on guration in Figure 1(a).
We prove that this pro edure does indeed produ e an
arrangement of pseudo-lines. We rst need the following
lemma.

Table 1: The evolution of the y -stru ture during the sweep. Lemma 2.2. There do not exist three pseudo-lines
The symbol  denotes the lo ation in the y -stru ture of the `1 ; `2 ; `3 2 L and two points p; q 2 P su h that (i) `1
point `j just being swept.
lies to the left of `2 , whi h lies to the left of `3 , (ii) the

We de ne the following relation on P  : For two
points p; q 2 P we say that p  q if the pseudo-line
` 2 L with the lowest -inter ept that separates p and q
is su h that p lies below ` and q lies above `. We denote
this relationship by p < ` < q.
Lemma 2.1. The relationship  is a total order on P  .
Proof. (This simpli ed proof was suggested by Pavel
Valtr.) For ea h p 2 P , let p be the sequen e of
pseudo-lines of L that lie below p, sorted in in reasing
-inter ept order. Order the sequen es p lexi ographi ally, but with the twist that after removing a ommon identi al pre x, a nonempty sequen e pre edes an
empty one. The relationship  is then identi al with
this lexi ographi al order, as is easily he ked.
2
We now show how to draw the urves of P  so that
they form an arrangement of pseudo-lines. As noted,
for the time being, we are not on erned about the
eÆ ien y of the pro edure given below; we only want
to show that the pseudo-line property an be enfor ed.
First we sort the urves by  and draw them at x = 1
in this in reasing order. In general, we draw the urves
from left to right as horizontal, parallel urves until
we are about to sweep past some dual point `. We
ompute the sets A(` ), B (` ), onsisting of those points
that lie above (resp., below) `. This allows us to nd
all inversions enfor ed by ` , namely, all pairs (p; q),
su h that p passed above q before ` , but at ` we
have that p passes below ` whereas q passes above
that point. We then draw the urves past ` so that
exa tly those inverted pairs ross ea h other. To a hieve
this, we take all the urves in A(` ) (that have to pass
above ` ), and bend them simultaneously, keeping them
parallel to ea h other, so that they do not interse t
among themselves. We apply a symmetri deformation
to the urves in B (` ). In this way, it is lear that
interse tions arise exa tly between the inverted pairs.
After sweeping past ` , we bend all urves ba k to
horizontal and ontinue like this to the right. If `
ontains any point of P , then the orresponding pseudolines pass through ` . See Figure 4. We invite the reader
to verify that Figure 1(b) is a (somewhat deformed

urve p passes above `1 and `3 , and below `2 , and (iii)
the urve q  passes below `1 and `3 , and above `2 .

Proof. Refer to Figure 2. Suppose to the ontrary that
there exists su h a on guration. Interpreting it in the
primal plane, we have that point p lies above `1 and
below `2 , and point q lies below `1 and above `2 . Hen e
these points lie in di erent wedges of the double wedge
formed between `1 and `2 . Sin e `1 has smaller inter ept than that of `2 , it is easily seen that p has
to lie to the left of q. Repeating the same argument for
the pseudo-lines `2 and `3 , we on lude this time that q
lies to the left of p, a ontradi tion that establishes the
lemma.
2
p
`1
q

`2

`3

`2
p
`1

`3
q

`2

q
p

Figure 2: Illustration to the proof of Lemma 2.2.

Using the above lemma, we an prove the following.
There do not exist two pseudo-lines
su h that (i) `1 lies


to the left of `2 , (ii) the urve p passes below q  at
x = 1, (iii) the urve p passes above `1 and below
`2 , and (iv) the urve q passes below `1 and above `2 .

Lemma 2.3.

`1 ; ` 2

2 L and two points p; q 2 P

Omitting further details, we obtain the main result
of this se tion:
For a nite set P of points and a
nite set L of pseudo-lines in the plane, the above
transformation maps L into a set of points and P into a
set of pseudo-lines, so that the in iden e and the abovebelow relationships between P and L are preserved.

Theorem 2.1.

3

Constru ting the Dual Arrangement

Let L denote the set of points dual to the pseudo-lines
of L, and let P  denote the set of pseudo-lines dual
to the points of P , as de ned in the pre eding se tion.
We des ribe an eÆ ient algorithm for omputing the
arrangement A(P  ). That is, we ompute an in iden e

graph of A(P  ) in whi h there is a node for every fa e above) `i . Let i = hPj

| vertex, edge, and two-dimensional fa et | of A(P  ),
and two nodes asso iated with the fa es 1 and 2 are
onne ted by an ar if 1  2 and dim(1 ) + 1 =
dim(2 ). Moreover, the output also re ords, for ea h
` 2 L , the vertex, edge, or 2-fa e of A(P  ) that
ontains ` .
We onstru t A(P  ) by sweeping a verti al line
from left to right that stops at every point of L . The
diÆ ulty in performing the sweep is that we do not
know how to ompare the y-ordering of two dual pseudolines at a given verti al line. For example, suppose
we want to ompare two dual pseudo-lines p ; q at
x = 1. By de nition, we need to nd, in the primal
plane, all the pseudo-lines ` that separate p and q, and
determine the order of p and q using the line with the
smallest -inter ept. Computing this set of separating
pseudo-lines is nontrivial and time onsuming, and we
annot a ord to do it expli itly. We therefore sweep the
line without maintaining the total ordering of pseudolines in P  , whi h is only progressively revealed as
the sweep pro eeds. More pre isely, let `1 ; `2 ; : : : ; `n
be the sequen e of points in L sorted by their xoordinates. The algorithm maintains the invariant that
it has omputed the following stru ture after pro essing
`i :
(I.1) A partition i = hP1 ; : : : ; Pui i of P into subsets,
referred to as as bundles. Two points of P lie in
the same bundle of i if and only if they lie in the
same fa e of A(Li ), where Li = f`1; : : : ; `i g. For any
p 2 Pj and q 2 Pj+1 , the pseudo-line p lies below q
immediately to the right of `i . That is, the bundles are
sorted by the y-ordering along the sweep line, but the
verti al order of the pseudo-lines within ea h bundle is
yet undetermined. See Figure 1 (b) and Table 1.
(I.2) Regard all dual pseudo-lines in ea h bundle Pj
as a single \thi k" pseudo-line j (say, hoose a representative dual pseudo-line from ea h bundle), and let
i = f j j 1  j  ui g. The algorithm has omputed the portion of A( i ) up to the verti al line passing
through `i .
At the end, after pro essing `n, ea h bundle in n
onsists of a single dual pseudo-line. (Two points that
remain in the same bundle at the end of the algorithm
must lie in the same fa e of A(L), and, for our purpose,
an be onsidered identi al.) Therefore n gives the
ordering of P  at x = +1 and A( n ) = A(P  ).
In the ith step, while pro essing `i , the algorithm
onstru ts i and A( i ) from i 1 and A( i 1 ), respe tively, as follows.
Computing i . For ea h bundle Pj 2 i 1 , split
Pj into two subsets Pj and Pj+ , where Pj (resp.,
Pj+ ) is the set of points in Pj that lie below (resp.,

j Pj 2 i 1 ; Pj 6= ;i and
+i = hPj+ j Pj 2 i 1 ; Pj+ 6= ;i. Set i = i Æ +i ,
where Æ denotes on atenation.
Computing A( i ). For ea h Pj 2 i 1 , if both Pj
and Pj+ are nonempty, then p  q for any (p; q) 2
Pj  Pj+ , so we an re ne the ordering of pseudo-lines
in P  at x = 1 (this is not done expli itly | it will
be a byprodu t of the other steps des ribed next). We
split the orresponding thi k pseudo-line j into two
pseudo-lines j and j+ and re ne A( i 1 ), with j
lying below j+ ; j+ lies above `i , and j lies below it.
Roughly speaking, every edge of A( i ) that lies on j is
now repla ed by a thin \pseudo-re tangle," as shown
in Figure 3. We omit the details from this abstra t.
l
j

v

k

w

v+

+l

j
j

v

w

w+
`i

k

Figure 3: Splitting a thi k pseudo-line; every edge lying on
j be omes a pseudo-re tangular fa e.

Next, if we have two nonempty bundles Pj and Pk+
su h that k < j , then j lies above k+ just to the left
of `i but below k+ at `i , so they indu e a vertex of
A( i ) to the left of `i . We reate this new vertex and
update the in iden e graph. Note that in general many
pairs (Pj ; Pk+) may reate su h a rossing before `i , as
shown in Figure 4. We update A( i ) a ordingly.


`i

Figure 4: Several pairs of bundles ross before `i .

With some extra are, the algorithm an also handle
pseudo-lines that pass through points of P . Details are
omitted in this abstra t.
The above two steps maintain the invariant (I.1) and (I.2).

Lemma 3.1.

On e we have omputed i and +i and determined the bundles that have been split into two
nonempty bundles, the rest of the omputation an be
arried out in time proportional to the hange in the size
of the in iden e graph of the arrangement, whose a umulated ost is only O(m2 ). It thus suÆ es to des ribe
how to ompute i and +i eÆ iently. We maintain a
weight-balan ed binary tree T whose j th leftmost leaf

stores the bundle Pj [26℄. For ea h node v 2 T, let
Sv  P denote the set of points stored at the leaves
of the subtree rooted at v. At ea h node v 2 T, we
maintain a data stru ture Dv = D(Sv ) that supports
the following operations on Sv :

jV j + jV + j

= O((i + 1) log m). Hen e, the total
time spent in traversing T and splitting the leaves is
O(i f (m) log m). Sin e ni=1 i  m 1, the total
time spent in these steps during the entire sweep is
O((n + m)f (m) log m). The total time spent in rearranging the tree is O(( aj=t jSij j)f (m) log m) be ause
Emptyv ( ): Is one of the pseudo-halfplanes deter- a point is deleted from the se ondary stru tures of only
mined by empty (of points of Sv )? If so, whi h O(log m) nodes. However, aj=t jSij j  2i , so the total
one?
time spent in re-arranging T and updating its se ondary
stru tures is O(i f (m) log m). Sin e i i = O(m2 ), we
Insertv (p): Insert a point p into Sv .
on lude:
Deletev (p): Delete a point p from Sv .
Theorem 3.1. Let L be a set of n pseudo-lines and
Splitv ( ): Let Sv+ ; Sv be the subset of points of Sv
P a set of m points in the plane. Suppose we have a
that lie above and below , respe tively. Split data stru ture that supports ea h of the four operations
D(Sv ) into D(Sv+ ) and D(Sv ).
des ribed above in O(f (m)) amortized time. Then we

We will des ribe in the next se tion a data stru ture an onstru t A(P ) (in the sense 2 pres ribed in the
that supports these operations eÆ iently. For now, beginning of this se tion), in O((m + n)f (m) log m)
assume that ea h of these operations an be performed time.
in O(f (m)) (amortized) time. Then we ompute i
We will show in the next se tion that if L is a set of
and +i , as follows.
ir
ular
ar s or bounded-degree polynomial ar s (with
While pro essing `i , we visit T in a top-down
a
ommon
x-proje tion), then f (m) = O(m" ), so we
manner. Suppose we are at a node v 2 T. We exe ute
Emptyv (`i ) on D(Sv ). If it returns \yes," then we mark obtain the following.
v by `+' (resp., by ` ') if Sv lies entirely above (resp.,
below) `i . If the pro edure returns \no" and v is a Corollary 3.1. Let L be a set of n ir ular ar s
leaf, then we perform Splitv (`i ), reate two hildren or bounded-degree polynomial ar s with a ommon xv and v+ of v, mark v (resp., v+ ) by ` ' (resp., by proje tion, ea h pair of whi h interse t at most on e,
`+'), store Sv (resp., Sv+ ) at v (resp., at v+ ), and and let P be a set of m points in the plane. Then we
extension of
asso iate D(Sv ) (resp., D(Sv+ )) with v (resp., with an onstru t A(P ) (with respe t to an
2
+
the
ar
s
of
L
into
pseudo-lines)
in
O
((
m
+
n)m" ) time.
v ). Otherwise (if the points of Sv lie on both sides
of `i and v is not a leaf), we re ursively visit the two Moreover, for ea h point p 2 P , the above algorithm an
hildren of v. Let V (resp. V + ) denote the nodes of also return, within the same asymptoti time bound, the
T marked ` ' (resp., `+'). Let A = hui1 ; : : : ; uia i and set of ar s in L that ontain p. If there is no ar passing
B = hwj1 ; : : : ; wjb i be the sequen e of (new) leaves of through p, then the algorithm an return the ar s that
T, sorted from left to right, in the subtrees rooted at lie immediately above and below p.
nodes in V and V + , respe tively. Note that we have
i = hSui1 ; : : : ; Suia i and +i = hSwj1 ; : : : ; Swjb i. We 4 Pseudo-Halfplane Range Reporting
nish the step by re-arranging the leaves, the interior Let W be a verti al strip, and let be a olle tion of
nodes, and the se ondary stru tures of T, so that all x-monotone ar s whose endpoints lie on the left and
leaves of A appear before those of B , i.e., the sequen e right boundaries of W . Ea h ar 2 splits W into
of leaves after re-ordering is (ui1 ; : : : ; uia ; wj1 ; : : : ; wjb ). two ( losed) regions. As above, we all ea h of these
Suppose uit ; : : : ; uia appear to the right of wj1 . Then regions a pseudo-halfplane bounded by . Let S be
we delete these leaves from T, and we also delete a set of m points lying inside the strip W . We wish
the points stored at these leaves from the se ondary to prepro ess S into a data stru ture that supports
data stru tures stored at the an estors of these nodes. the four operations des ribed in the previous se tion
We then re-insert these leaves, and the orresponding { Empty, Insert, Delete, and Split, with respe t
points, before wj1 in the orre t order. We also update to ar s 2 . In addition, we want the data stru ture
the data stru ures stored at the an estors of these to support the following Report (g, k) operation: Let
leaves.
g be one of the pseudo-halfplanes bounded by an ar
Let i and i be, respe tively, the number of
2 , and let k be an integer. Report (g, k) reports
leaves of T that are split, and the number of verti es minfjS \ gj; kg points of S \ g. Note that Empty ( ) an
of A( i ) that are reated in the ith step. Then be answered by performing the queries Report ( + , 1)

P

P

P

P

and Report ( , 1), where ; + are the two pseudo- Svi  g, by visiting the vi 's one by one, we an
halfplanes bounded by . The following lemma is easy report, in O() time,  = minfj i Svi j; kg points of S
to prove.
whose y- oordinates are at most a. If we have reported
fewer than k points, then we identify O(log m) nodes
Lemma 4.1. If a data stru ture supports the operations w1 ; : : : ; wr of T so that
i Swi is the set of points whose
Insert, Delete in O(f (m)) amortized time and Re- y - oordinates are at least a. A point p 2 Swi lies in
port (g , k ) in O(f (m) + k ) time, then Split an be the halfplane g if and only if p 2 D . We map C to
performed in O(f (m) log m) amortized time.
a plane C in R3 , using the standard lifting transform,
so that p 2 D if and only if p lies below the plane C .
Proof. Let 2 be the query ar , and let + ;
be We visit the wi 's one by one, and at ea h node wi we do
the two pseudo-halfplanes bounded by . By invoking the following: Suppose we have reported  points so far.
Report ( , 2i ) and Report ( + , 2i ) repeatedly and We then report minfk ; jSw \ C jg points of Sw \ C
i
i
alternately, with i = 1; 2; 3; : : :, we an determine whi h using the se ondary stru ture stored at wi . If we have
of ; + ontains fewer points, up to a fa tor of 2. reported a total of k points, we stop. Otherwise, we
Suppose jS \ j =   2jS \ +j. Then the above update the value of  and visit wi+1 . The total time
pro edure reports all points of S \ in O(f (m) log m + spent in this pro edure is O(m" + k).
) time. We delete the points of S \
from the
Using the standard partial-rebuilding te hdata stru ture and re onstru t a new data stru ture on nique [26℄, a point an be inserted or deleted into/from
S \ . A standard analysis shows that ea h point is the overall stru ture in O(log3 m) time. Hen e, we
deleted at most O(log m) times. The amortized ost of obtain the following:
ea h split operation is thus O(f (m) log m).
2
Theorem 4.1. Let
and S be as above. Then ea h
Hen e, it suÆ es to des ribe a data stru ture that of the operations Empty," Insert, Delete, and Split
supports the Insert, Delete, and Report operations an be performed in O(m ) amortized time.
eÆ iently. We present su h a data stru ture for two Remark. The above data stru ture an be extended to
spe ial ases: (i) is a set of ir ular ar s, and (ii)
the ase in whi h the endpoints of the query ir ular ar
is a set of (portions of the) graphs of polynomials of do not lie on the boundary of W . Details are omitted.
bounded degree.

S

S

4.1

Querying with

ir ular ar s

Let be the set of ir ular ar s whose endpoints lie
on the left and right boundaries of W . We onstru t a
weight-balan ed binary tree T on the y- oordinates of
the points in S [26℄. For a node v 2 T, let Sv  S be
the set of points whose y- oordinates are stored at the
leaves of the subtree rooted at v, and put mv = jSv j.
We map ea h point p = (xp ; yp ) 2 Sv to the point
p = (xp ; yp ; x2p + yp2 ) in R3 . Let Sv = fp j p 2 Sv g. We
prepro ess Sv into a dynami data stru ture, proposed
by Agarwal and Matousek [6℄, for reporting, in time
O(m"v + k), all k points of Sv that lie in a query halfspa e
h in R3 . This data stru ture an easily be modi ed, so
that queries of the following form an also be answered
eÆ iently: given a parameter , report minfjSv \ hj; g
points of Sv lying in the query halfspa e. A query takes
O(m"v + ) time, and a point an be inserted into or
deleted in O(log2 m) time.
Let g be the region lying below an ar
2 .
Suppose lies in the upper semi ir le of the ir le C ;
let a denote the y- oordinate of the enter of C , and let
D denote the disk bounded by C . A Report (g, k)
query is answered as follows. We rst identify O(log m)
nodes v1 ; : : : vs of T so that i Svi is the set of points
in S whose y- oordinates are at most a. Sin e ea h

S

4.2

Querying with polynomial ar s

Next let be the set of all ar s that are interse tions
with a xed strip W of graphs of polynomials of degree
at most d. We des ribe a dynami data stru ture that
reports all points of S lying above an ar in . A similar
data stru ture an be onstru ted for reporting points
that lie below an ar .
We all an ar 2 k-shallow if at most k points
of S lie above . We all a simply onne ted ell with at
most four edges a pseudo-trapezoid if its top and bottom
edges are portions of ar s in and its left and right edges
are verti al segments. An elementary partition of S is a
family  = f(S1 ; 41); : : : ; (Su ; 4u)g, where S1 ; : : : ; Su
form a partition of S , 4i is a pseudo-trapezoid, and
Si  4i. The following lemma, whose proof is omitted,
is obtained by extending the results of Matousek [25℄
and of Agarwal and Matousek [5℄.
Lemma 4.2. Let S and
be as de ned above, and let
r be a parameter. Then there exists an elementary
partition  = f(S1 ; 41 ); : : : ; (Su ; 4u )g of S so that
m=r  jSi j  2m=r, for ea h i, and any (m=r)-shallow
ar of
rosses O(log m) pseudo trapezoids of . If r
is a onstant, then  an be omputed in O(m) time.
As in [25℄, using the above lemma, we an onstru t,
in O(m log m) time, a partition tree of size O(m) for

answering Report (g, k) queries in time O(m" + k). A line of L, let F(P; L) be the set of fa es in A(L) that
point an be inserted or deleted in O(log2 m) amortized ontain at least one point of P . We ompute F(P; L) by
time. Hen e, we on lude the following.
following an approa h similar to the one for omputing
2
"
I
Theorem 4.2. Let
and S be as above. Then ea h (P; L). We rst des ribe an O((m + n)n ) algorithm
of the operations Empty, Insert, Delete, and Split for omputing F(P; L): We ompute the arrangement
A(P ) of pseudo-lines dual jjto P , and then ompute
an be performed in O(m" ) amortized time.
its verti al de omposition A (P  ). For ea h fa e ' 2
Ajj (P  ), we ompute the subset L'  L of pseudo5 In iden es in Pseudo-line Arrangements
dual points lie inside '. This step takes
Let P be a set of m points and L a set of n pseudo- lines whose
2 + n)n" ) time. Next, we ompute an Eulerian
O
((
m
lines that are extensions of ir ular or polynomial ar s,
jj 
and let I(P; L) denote the set of pairs (p; `) 2 P  L tour  ofjjthe planar graph dual to A (P ) so that ea h
su h that p lies on `. We wish to report I(P; L), fa e of A (P  ) is visited O(1) times; see [3℄. Ea h node
ompute jI(P; L)j, or just determine whether I(P; L) of  orresponds to a fa e of Ajj (P  ). If an edge e
is nonempty. For simpli ity, we fo us on the rst of  rosses two adja ent fa es of A(P  ), we set (e)
subproblem. Corollary 3.1 implies that I(P; L) an be to be the point of P whose dual pseudo-line separates
omputedpin O((m2 + n)m" ) time. By partitioning P these two fa es. Otherwise, i.e., e onne ts two fa es of
into dm= ne subsets P1 ; : : : ; Ps , ea h of size at most Ajj (P  ) separated by a verti al line, we set (e) = ;.
p
n, and omputing I(Pi ; L) for ea h subset separately, Next, we onstru t a minimum-height binary tree T on
1=2+" + n1+" ) time, . Ea h leaf of T is asso iated with a node of , and
I(P; L) an be omputed in O(mn
p
whi h is near optimal for m  n. We now des ribe thus with a fa e of Ajj (P  ), and ea h node v of T is
an algorithm that is eÆ ient for all values of m and asso iated with a subpath v of . For ea h node v
n. For a parameter r  n, a (1=r)- utting of L of T , we set Lv =
' L' , where the union is taken
is a de omposition of R2 into pseudo-trapezoids with
jj 
over
all
fa
es
of
A
(
P
) asso iated with the nodes in
disjoint interiors so that ea h pseudo-trapezoid rosses

.
Similaly,
we
de
ne
Pv  P to be the set of points
at most n=r pseudo-lines of L. Chazelle's algorithm [12℄ v
asso
iated
with
the
edges
in v . Set mv = jPv j and
for omputing a (1=r)- utting of hyperplanes an be
n
=
j
L
j
.
At
any
level
of
T , v mv = O(m2 ) and
v
modi ed to ompute a (1=r)- utting of pseudo-lines of v
n
=
O
(
n
).
By
onstru
tion,
any point in P n Pv
v v
size O(r2 ) in O(nr) time, under an appropriate model
lies
either
above
all
pseudo-lines
in
Lv or below all of
of omputation.
them.
We
therefore
add
two
points,
one
at y = +1 and
We hoose a parameter r < n and onstru t a (1=r)another
y
=
1
,
to
ea
h
P
,
and
ompute
F(Pv ; Lv )
v
utting  of L of size O(r2 ). For a ell  2 , let L  L
at
ea
h
node
v
of
T
,
in
a
bottom-up
manner.
Let v
be the set of pseudo-lines that interse t the interior of
be
the
omplexity
of
F
(
P
;
L
).
For
ea
h
leaf
w
2 T,
v v
 . We an ompute the in iden es between L and those
we
ompute
the
lower
and
upper
envelopes
of
L
w in
points of P that lie at the verti es of  in O(nr) time.
O
(
n
log
n
)
time.
For
ea
h
internal
node
v
2
T
,
with
w
w
For a ell  2 , let P  P be the set of points that
hildren
w
and
z
,
we
ompute
F
(
P
;
L
)
from
F
(
P
;
v v
w Lw )
either lie in the interior of  or that lie on an edge of  .
and
F
(
P
;
L
)
in
O
((

+

+

+
m
+
n
)
z z
v
w
z
v
v log n)
Set n = jL j and m = jP j. Then  m  2m and
time,
using
the
\red-blue-merge"
algorithm
proposed
n  n=r. At most one pseudo-line `e of L an ontain
an edge e of . If there is su h a pseudo-line, we report by Edelsbrunner et al. [14℄. It an be shown that the
in omputing F(Pv ; Lv ) at all nodes of
all in iden es between e and the points that lie on e, total time spent
2
T
is
O
((
m
+
n
)
log2 n). Next, we use (1=r)- uttings
over all edges e, in a total time of O(r2 + m). Finally,
to obtain an algorithm for omputing F(P; L), whi h is
"
we ompute I(P ; L ) in time O(m n1=2+" + n1+
 ) using eÆ ient for all ranges of m and n, as in [1℄, and in the
the algorithm outlined above. Choosing the value of r general spirit of the pre eding se tion. Omitting further
appropriately, we obtain the following.
details, we on lude the following.
Theorem 5.1. The in iden es between m points and n
pseudo-lines that are extendions of ir ular or polyno- Theorem 6.1. Let L be a set of n pseudo-lines that

S

P

P

P

mial ar s of bounded degree an be dete ted, ounted, or are extensions of ir ular or polynomial ar s of bounded
degree in the plane, and let P be a set of m points, none
reported in time O(m2=3 " n2=3+2" + m1+" + n1+" ).
lying on any pseudo-line. One an ompute F(P; L) in
time O(m2=3 " n2=3+2" + m1+" + n1+" ).
6 Many Fa es in Pseudo-line Arrangements

Let C be a set of n ongruent ir les and P a set
For a set L of pseudo-lines as above and for a set
P of points in the plane, none lying on any pseudo- of points. We wish to ompute F(P; C ). We partition

ea h ir le in C into two semi ir les by splitting it at
its leftmost and rightmost points. Let U and L denote
the sets of resulting upper and lower semi ir les, respe tively. Ea h pair of ar s within U (or L) interse ts in at
most one point. Although U and L do not onform to
the framework des ribed in the beginning of Se tion 2,
we an nevertheless use Theorem 6.1 to ompute F(P; L)
and F(P; U ) in time O(m2=3 " n2=3+2" + m1+" + n1+" ).
We an then ompute F(P; C ) = F(P; U [ L) from
F(P; L) and F(P; U ) in time O( log n) by using the redblue-merge algorithm of [14℄, where  is the total number of verti es in F(P; L); F(P; U ), and F(P; C ). Hen e
we obtain the following.
Let P be a set of m points and C a set
of n ongruent ir les in the plane. We an ompute
F(P; C ) in time O(m2=3 " n2=3+2" + m1+" + n1+" ).
Theorem 6.2.

7

Cutting Lenses

One of our main motivations for studying arrangements
of pseudo-lines was the problem of omputing in iden es
(and many fa es) between points and ir les. The re ent
analysis of Aronov and Sharir [9℄ shows that a olle tion of n ir les an be ut into O(n3=2+" ) ar s that are
pseudo-segments, meaning that any pair of ar s interse t at most on e. One an then apply known bounds
for in iden es between points and pseudo-segments, to
obtain a bound that is roughly O(m2=3 n2=3 + n3=2 ) on
the number of in iden es between m points and n irles. (This bound an then be further re ned, for small
values of m; see [9℄ for details.) Our goal is to make
this ombinatorial analysis onstru tive, so as to obtain
a omparably-eÆ ient algorithm for dete ting, ounting, or reporting these in iden es. The rst task that
we fa e is to nd, in time O(n3=2+" ), a set of O(n3=2+" )
points that ut the given ir les into pseudo-segments.
If two ir les ; 0 2 C interse t, then the boundaries of
the three bounded fa es of A(f ; 0g) are alled lenses.
Our goal is thus to ut the ir les in C so that all lenses
will be ut, i.e., a ut is made on at least one of the two
edges of ea h lens.
The algorithm pro eeds in two stages. In the rst
stage, we use standard range-sear hing te hniques [4℄,
to de ompose the interse tion graph of the ir les in C
into a union of omplete bipartite subgraphs fAi  Bi gi
so that the following ondition holds (see also [9℄).

ut ir les in A and B into ir ular ar s so that all

bi hromati lenses, i.e., lenses formed by a red ir le and

a blue ir le, are ut. We des ribe a re ursive algorithm
for making these uts. At ea h step, we have a pseudotrapezoid  and two sets of ir ular ar s and 0 lipped
to within  . The ar s in and 0 lie on the ir les in A
and B , respe tively. Initially, (resp. 0 ) is the set of
upper and lower semi ir les in A (resp. B ), and  is the
entire plane. We omit the proof of the following lemma;
see [23℄ for a similar result.
Lemma 7.1. If the endpoints of all ar s in
and 0 lie
on  , then we an determine, in O((j j + j 0 j) log3 m)
time, whether and 0 indu e at least one bi hromati
lens that lies entirely in the interior of  .
If the endpoints of all ar s in [ 0 lie on  and
and 0 do not form a bi hromati lens that is fully
ontained inside  , then we stop. Otherwise (i.e., an
endpoint lies inside  , or there is a bi hromati lens lying
inside  ), we hoose a suÆ iently large onstant r, and
ompute a (1=r)- utting  of [ 0 , of size O(r2 ) within
 . For every ar 2 [ 0 and for every ell  2  that
is rossed by , we ut at its interse tion points with
 . The total number uts made is O(mr) = O(m).
After this step all lenses that lie in more than one ell
of  have been ut, so we re ursively solve the problem
within ea h ell  of , with the sets  and 0 , whi h
are the sets of ar s in and 0 , respe tively, lipped to
within , that interse t the interior of .
It is lear that the algorithm uts all bi hromati
lenses inside  . (Initially,  is the whole plane.) In
order to analyze the running time of the algorithm, we
need the following observations. (See also [7℄ for a proof
of a similar result.)
Lemma 7.2. Let  be a lens in A(C ). Then  ontains
(in the losure of its interior) a lens 0 (possibly 0 = )
su h that any ir le that rosses 0 interse ts both of its
ar s (either on e or twi e).

We all a lens  elementary if the lens that satis es
Lemma 7.2 is  itself. Returning to the subproblem
inside the trapezoid  , if  ontains a lens in its interior,
then it also ontains an elementary lens. Let m =
j j + j 0 j, let k be the number of endpoints of ar s in
[ 0 that lie in the interior of  plus the number of
elementary bi hromati lenses that lie in the interior of
 , and let T (m; k) denote the maximum running time of
(jAi j + jBi j)3=2 = O(n3=2+" ):
(7.1)
the above algorithm, for sets ; 0 that have parameters
i
m and k. Then the above observation gives the following
In the se ond stage, we ut ir les in ea h bipartite re urren e for T (m; k).
subgraph independently. Let A be a set of \red" ir les
and B a set of \blue" ir les, so that every red ir le
T (m; k) =
T (m=r; k) + O(m log3 m);
interse ts every blue ir le, and let m = jAj + jB j. We
2

X

X

where k is the number of endpoints of [ 0 plus
the number of elementary lenses that lie in the interior
of the ell  of , so  k  k. We also have
T (m; 0) = O(m log3 m). Hen e, the same analysis
as
p
in [23, 29℄ implies that T (m; k) = O(m1+" k). The
following lemma is a re-statement of a re ent result
in [7℄.

P

Lemma 7.3. The number of elementary bi hromati
lenses formed by and 0 is O(m).

Hen e, k = O(m), so the total time spent in utting
the bi hromati lenses formed by A and B is O(m3=2+" ).
Repeating this pro edure to all bipartite graphs Ai  Bi ,
and adding up the resulting omplexity bounds using
(7.1), we obtain the following:
Theorem 7.1. A olle tion
O(n3=2+" ) pseudo-segments,
8

of n ir les an be ut into
in time O(n3=2+" ).

Cir ular Arrangements

Combining Theorem 7.1 with Theorem 5.1, we an
on lude that the in iden es between m points and n
ir les an be dete ted, ounted or reported in time
O(m2=3 " n2=3+2" + m1+" + n3=2+" ). This bound is
nearly worst- ase optimal for m larger than roughly
n5=4 . Aronov and Sharir [9℄ show how to improve
su h a bound for the number of in iden es when m
is smaller. The extra step that they use, onstru ting
a dual partitioning for the set of ir les, represented
as points in R3 , is in fa t onstru tive. Putting it
all together, and omitting any further details in this
abstra t, we obtain:
Theorem 8.1. The in iden es between m points and
n ir les an be dete ted, ounted or reported in time
O(m2=3 " n2=3+2" + m6=11+3" n9=11 " + m1+" + n1+" ).

The following result on range sear hing an also be
obtained by modifying our in iden e algorithm.
Theorem 8.2. Given a set C of n ir les and a set P of
m points in the plane, we an ount the number of points
lying inside ea h ir le in time O(m2=3 " n2=3+2" +
m6=11+3" n9=11 " + m1+" + n1+" ).
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